The structure and soot properties of steady nonbuoyant round laminar jet diffusion flames at microgravity were studied based on measurements obtained on orbit during three flights of the Space Shuttle Columbia 94 and 107). The test conditions included ethylene-and propane-fueled flames burning in still air at ambient temperature of 300 K and ambient pressures of 35-130 kPa, for jet exit diameters of 0.40-2.70 mm and jet exit Reynolds numbers of 46-1186, to yield steady nonbuoyant round laminar jet diffusion flames with most of the flames near the laminar smokepoint. The first phase of the study involved evaluation of the classical analysis of the structure of steady nonbuoyant round laminar jet diffusion flames due to Spalding (1979) , after empirically extending it to account for the presence of luminosity due to the presence of soot within the flames. It was found that the extended Spalding (1979) analysis provided excellent predictions of the flame shape properties of the test flames when radiative heat losses were small so that quenching and flame-tip opening were avoided. This analysis also shows that flame properties are identical functions of time for nonbuoyant laminar flames, even when jet exit velocities are varied; this implies that soot properties of these flames are universal functions of the extent of mixing of the flow, and that they should satisfy soot property state relationships. This behavior was subsequently confirmed by direct measurements of the soot properties of the test flames. Finally, the existence of soot property state relationships in nonbuoyant laminar jet diffusion flames has two important implications, as follows: (1) it helps explain the remarkable properties of turbulent diffusion flames (when effects of buoyancy are locally small) that soot yields (kg soot/kg of fuel burned) and soot structure properties are independent of location in the fuel-lean (overfire) region of the flames, and (2) it implies a potential for developing computationally tractable and robust methods for predicting soot properties within practical soot-containing turbulent flames (most of which are locally nonbuoyant), using the widely-accepted laminar flamelet concept that treats nonpremixed turbulent flames as a collection of laminar flamelets. 
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INTRODUCTION
A study of the structure and soot properties of steady nonbuoyant round laminar jet diffusion flames at microgravity is described, based on measurements obtained on orbit during three flights of the Space Shuttle Columbia (Flights STS-83, 94 and 107). The study was motivated by the fact that soot reaction properties in flames represents an important unsolved combustion property having significant relevance to society. For example, particulate soot emitted as a pollutant from combustion processes causes more deaths than any other combustion-generated pollutant, e.g., it is responsible for roughly 60,000 premature deaths each year in the U.S. alone. In addition, carbon monoxide emissions that result as a direct by-product of particulate soot emissions cause most deaths in unwanted fires, e.g., it is responsible for roughly 4,000 deaths each year in the U.S. alone. Furthermore, continuum radiation from particulate soot is mainly responsible for the growth and spread of unwanted fires, which involves roughly 5000 deaths each year in the U.S. alone. Finally, limited understanding of the complex processes that cause a solid material, particulate soot, to form in the high-temperature regions of flames that normally are associated with the combustion of solid flammable materials, represents a major impediment to the development of robust methods of computational combustion. Taken together, these observations amply motivate the study of soot processes in flames.
Soot processes in turbulent nonpremixed (diffusion) flames are of greatest practical interest, however, direct study of soot processes in turbulent flames is not feasible using either existing or anticipated technology. In particular, the unsteadiness and distortion of turbulent flames limits available residence times and spatial resolution within regions where soot reaction and radiative properties are most important. Thus, laminar diffusion flames generally are used as more tractable model flame systems to study processes relevant to of turbulent diffusion flames. It certainly can be argued that understanding soot processes in laminar flames is a necessary precursor to understanding them in turbulent flames. In addition, results for laminar flames can be directly relevant to turbulent diffusion flames, justified by the known similarities between the gas-phase properties of these two flame systems that has been responsible for the development of the widely-recognized laminar flamelet concept, where turbulent flames are treated as a collection of laminar flamelets. Unfortunately, buoyant laminar diffusion flames have not been found to have corresponding utility for studying processes of particulate matter in flames such as soot. Thus, a major objective of the present investigation was to study soot processes in nonbuoyant round laminar diffusion flames in an effort to determine the reasons why buoyant laminar diffusion flames yield problematical information about soot processes in practical turbulent diffusion flames and to determine whether study of nonbuoyant laminar diffusion flames provides a way of avoiding this difficulty.
Past research concerning soot properties in laminar diffusion flames is only discussed briefly in the following, see Haynes and Wagner, 1 Glassman, 2 Howard, 3 Richter and Howard, 4 Kennedy, 5 and references cited therein, for more extensive reviews. Issues that are considered in the following include: soot structure and optical properties, soot reaction properties, laminar flame models, structure and radiation properties of turbulent diffusion flames, and radiation/soot interactions in laminar diffusion flames. The science objectives of the present investigation are then considered at the conclusion of the discussion of past research.
Interest in both the continuum radiation and optical properties of soot in flames, has motivated numerous studies of soot structure and optical properties, see Dalzell and Sarofim, 6 Tien and Lee, 7 Julien and Botet, 8 Viskanta and Mengüc 9 Koylu and coworkers, 10-17 Krishnan et al., 18, 19 and references cited therein. A typical soot aggregate sampled from within one of the present steady nonbuoyant round laminar jet diffusion flames is illustrated in the Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) photograph appearing in Fig. 1 , however, samples of soot particulates obtained from flame environments generally are similar to this particle. Past research has shown that soot particles consist of nearly spherical and monodisperse primary soot particles (standard deviations of primary particle diameters in a given flame condition generally are less than 10%) that are collected into branched aggregates having a wide range of numbers of primary particles per aggregate. Thus, soot particles are generally approximated to be polydisperse distributions of spherical primary particles that meet at a point, with the number of primary particles per aggregate generally represented by a log normal distribution function. Primary soot particle precursor particles have been observed having diameters of 3-10 nm but these particles are not observable using TEM and generally can only be observed using either UV light scattering and absorption or Scanning Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS) techniques, see Zhou et al. 20, 21 and references cited therein. These precursor particles coalesce and undergo dehydrogenation to form the TEM observable nuclei of primary soot particles that generally have diameters of roughly 10 nm. Subsequently, these particles increase in size by the primary particle surface growth mechanism and subsequently are oxidized by the primary particle surface oxidation mechanism, to yield primary particles having diameters in the range 10-60 nm. Detailed studies of the optical properties of soot aggregates have shown that they are mass fractal objects having a fractal dimension of roughly 1.8; [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] as a result, their optical properties can be represented quite well by the Rayleigh-Debye-Gans scattering approximation for a polydisperse distribution of primary particles collected into mass fractal objects. In view of the significant uncertainties of concerning the refractive indices of primary soot particles, particularly involving effects of dehydrogenation, it generally is reasonable to approximate soot aggregates as independent primary particles, each satisfying the Rayleigh scattering approximation. 7, 9 Given these circumstances, soot optical properties are completely defined by the local soot volume fraction and refractive indices. Soot refractive indices are usually obtained from the classical measurements of Dalzell and Sarofim, 6 however, these values have recently been confirmed in the visible by the measurements of Krishnan et al. 18, 19 Early studies of the reaction properties of soot in flame environments have been reviewed by Haynes and Wagner, 1 Glassman, 2 Howard, 3 Richter and Howard, 4 and Kennedy; 5 therefore, the following discussion of soot reaction properties will be brief and will emphasize past studies in this laboratory. Studies of soot reaction properties in this laboratory include detailed measurements of flame structure and soot properties in 22 premixed and diffusion flames involving combustion of a variety of hydrocarbon fuels (methane, acetylene, ethylene, propylene, propane and benzene), gas temperatures of 1500-2350 K and pressures of 10-100 kPa, see Sunderland and coworkers [22] [23] [24] and Xu and coworkers. [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] Measurements of primary soot particle surface growth in flames were found to be well represented by the Hydrogen-Abstraction/Carbon-Addition (HACA) mechanisms of soot surface growth of Colket and Hall 34 and Frenklach and coworkers [35] [36] [37] using empirical steric factors in these theories on the order of unity as expected. Measurements of primary soot particle surface oxidation in the flames were found to be well represented by reaction with OH, as proposed by Neoh et al., 38, 39 with a parallel path involving direct surface attack by O 2 using the classical rate expression due to Nagle and Strickland-Constable 40 which was later confirmed by Park and Appleton. 41 Finally, measurements of rates of nucleation of TEMobservable primary soot particles could be correlated by a simplified mechanism after assuming that these nucleation rates were controlled by the rate of development of large PAH molecules by the HACA mechanism. Taken together, these results imply that nucleation of TEM-observable primary soot particles and their subsequent surface growth is strongly dependent on the local concentrations of acetylene and H, with relatively weak effects of temperature and pressure on these rates; similarly, primary particle surface oxidation is strongly dependent on local concentrations of OH, with a relatively weak parallel path due to direct oxidation by O 2 , and weak effects of temperature and pressure of the dominant OH soot surface oxidation rate.
The structure of steady nonbuoyant laminar diffusion flames is a fundamental combustion problem that has attracted significant attention in the literature since the classical study of Burke and Schumann. 42 This interest follows because this flame configuration provides a relatively simple configuration to gain a better understanding of the combined effects of convection, heat and mass transport and chemistry that control flame structure and flame response to varying flow conditions characteristic of practical turbulent flames. In addition, simple nonintrusive observations of flame shape can be used to evaluate predictions of flame structure. Similar to Burke and Schumann, 42 most analyses of laminar diffusion flames have adopted the thin-flame sheet approximation as illustrated in Fig.  2 , where it is assumed that the fuel and oxidant molecules combine in stoichiometric proportions within an infinitely thin flame sheet. This implies that the fuel-rich interior portion of the flames contain fuel species and combustion products but not oxidizing substances whereas the fuel-lean exterior portion of the flames contain oxidizing species and combustion products but not fuel species.
Several studies were undertaken in order to evaluate predictions of the structure of nonbuoyant laminar diffusion flames. The earliest studies of this type employed ground-based (drop tower and aircraft) microgravity facilities represented by the studies of Cochran and coworkers [44] [45] [46] and Bahadori and coworkers. 47, 48 Two concerns arose about these measurements, however, as follows: (1) effects of different methods of igniting the flames suggested that transient development of the flames was incomplete for the limited periods of time available using groundbased microgravity facilities, and (2) the luminous shapes of these flames were largely due to the presence of glowing soot particles so that the relationship between these dimensions and the flame-sheet location (where the local mixture fraction is stoichiometric and is the flame sheet property predicted by the theories) must be known to properly interpret measurements and predictions of flame shapes.
In particular, measurements of the structure and soot properties of buoyant round laminar jet diffusion flames burning in still air showed that ratios of soot-luminositylengths/flame-sheet lengths varied in the range 0.9-1.9 as flames made the transition from the soot-point condition (the first condition where soot is present in the flame) to the smoke-point condition (the first condition where the flame begins to limit soot). [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] Subsequently, Sunderland et al. 49 studied flame sheet locations in the presence of soot by photographing the flames through a C-H line filter that uniquely imaged the flame sheet using a drop tower facility. These measurements were used to evaluate a simple flame sheet analysis due to Roper, 50 however, this work was not able to evaluate either effects of flame unsteadiness on flame sheet behavior or effects of flame conditions on soot luminosity shapes. Finally, Urban et al. 51 and Lin et al. 52 measured the soot luminosity boundaries of steady nonbuoyant round laminar jet diffusion flames burning in still air, based on measurements carried out in the orbiting Space Shuttle Columbia (Flights STS-83 and 94). These results were compared with predictions based on the simplified flame structure analysis of Spalding 53 described in more detail by Kuo et al. 54 Unfortunately, most of the flight experiments involved flames having relatively large characteristic residence times which led to significant radiative heat losses, radiant quenching of the flame tips and tip-opening phenomena that cannot be treated by the simplified Spalding 53 analysis where effects of radiative heat losses are ignored. This situation clearly places a high priority on obtaining flame sheet observations for steady nonbuoyant round laminar jet diffusion flames having short residence times and thus avoiding tipquenching and tip-opening effects. In particular, results of this nature would be extremely helpful for developing an understanding of the properties of sootcontaining laminar flames of interest for practical turbulent flames.
The development of computationally tractable ways to simulate the structure of soot-containing flame environments also provides motivation for the present investigation. This methodology is described by Bilger 55 and Lockwood and Naguib, 56 through implementation of the conserved scalar formalism of turbulent diffusion flames. This methodology is advanced by the observation of Bilger 55 that gas phase scalar properties within laminar diffusion flames could be correlated solely as functions of the mixing level (usually represented by the local mixture fraction, which is the fraction of mass at a point that originated from the fuel stream, or the local fuel-equivalence ratio), even in the fuel-rich regions of flames that are affected by finite rate fuel decomposition and soot chemistry. He also proposed that these correlations from laminar flames, called state relationships, could be applied to turbulent flames, assuming that turbulent flames correspond to wrinkled laminar flames. This important idea, called the laminar flamelet concept of the conserved-scalar formalism, allows estimation of all scalar gas-phase properties in turbulent flames given a single conserved-scalar property such as the mixture fraction.
Use of the laminar flamelet concept vastly simplifies analysis of the scalar structure of turbulent diffusion flames. In addition, use of this approach has proven to be effective for predicting the structure and radiation properties of buoyant turbulent diffusion flames that either are soot-free or have small soot concentrations and thus negligible continuum radiation from soot, see Faeth and Samuelsen, 58 Gore and coworkers, [59] [60] [61] [62] Kounalakis et al., 63 Jeng et al., 64, 65 and Gore et al. 66 A typical state relationship for scalar properties in soot-free flames is illustrated in Fig. 3 , obtained from measurements of wet-carbon-monoxide laminar jet diffusion flames burning in air at atmospheric pressure. The main reason that scalar properties are only functions of the degree of mixing between the fuel and oxidant streams follows from the original observations of Burke and Schumann, 42 as a result of the approximate equality of mass and heat diffusivities in flame environments as suggested by the simplified plot of scalar properties in a diffusion flame in Fig. 3 . 58 Another useful property of the laminar flamelet concept, evident from the measured state relationships, is that they can be directly measured in laminar jet diffusion flames so that these properties can be found readily for reactant systems where detailed chemical reaction and transport properties are not known or are so complex that the system is computationally intractable.
Bilger 55 originally proposed the laminar flamelet concept for soot-containing diffusion flames, showing that scalar properties in these flames could be plotted as a function of mixture fraction (or equivalently the fuel-equivalence ratio) to obtain universal state relationships for scalar properties. An example of a plot of this nature appears in Fig. 4 , obtained from measurements in laminar acetylene jet diffusion flames burning in air at various pressures. Also shown on this plot are equilibrium predictions of scalar properties for this flame system obtained by assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium for adiabatic combustion from the algorithm of Gordon and McBride. 67 It is evident that the results are nearly universal for pressures in the range of 0.188-1.000 atm in spite of significant soot concentrations in this flame. This behavior is observed even though soot concentrations in flames vary by nearly an order of magnitude over the pressure range of these experiments, see Sunderland et al. 22 and Kim et al. 31 The state relationships at the smallest pressure, 0.125 atm, depart somewhat from the rest, however, mainly because the low-pressure flammability limit of this reactant system is being approached. Finally, the fuel-lean results are seen to approach equilibrium predictions, helping to explain why state relationships are observed in practical flame systems. At fuel-rich conditions, finiterate fuel decomposition and soot chemistry cause departures from equilibrium behavior but this departure is fortuitously universal, providing a way to estimate the scalar properties of soot-containing flames using simple experiments for systems where complex chemistry is not known very well and where complete chemical mechanisms will be computationally intractable for the foreseeable future.
Given promising results for the laminar flamelet concept when applied to species concentrations in sootcontaining laminar diffusion flames, attempts were made to apply this concept to the structure and radiation properties of soot-containing buoyant turbulent diffusion flames involving acetylene and ethylene burning in air at atmospheric pressure, see Gore and Faeth. 68, 69 As noted earlier, the properties of continuum radiation from soot in flames is largely controlled by the distribution of soot volume fractions; therefore, measurements in buoyant laminar flames were undertaken to determine whether state relationships were satisfied for this soot property in soot-containing diffusion flames. An example of these measurements for buoyant acetylene/air laminar jet diffusion flames at atmospheric pressure is illustrated in Fig. 5 . Clearly, universal plots of soot volume fractions are not observed for these flames with similar behavior observed for other soot-containing laminar flames. 68, 69 Thus, crude approximations of soot volume fraction state relationships, used in conjunction with the conserved-scalar formalism to estimate the continuum radiation properties of buoyant turbulent diffusion flames, were relatively unsuccessful, see Gore and Faeth 68, 69 Local effects of buoyancy are small in most turbulent diffusion flames, even buoyant flames, because the velocities within these flames are relatively large. Unfortunately, because soot particles do not diffuse significantly due to their large size they are mainly convected by flow velocities in laminar diffusion flames which causes their behavior in laminar nonbuoyant and buoyant flames to be quite different; this effect is mainly responsible for the failure to find soot property state relationships in buoyant laminar flames as illustrated in Fig. 5 . The reason for these differences is sketched in Fig. 6 which will be briefly discussed in the following, see Urban et al. 51 for a more extensive discussion of this issue. The different soot paths through laminar buoyant and nonbuoyant flames occur because soot particles move along streamlines. Then, buoyancy causes the flow to accelerate in buoyant laminar flames which causes the ambient gas to be entrained by the flames. As a result, soot particles form near the flame sheet and then pass through the fuel-rich region of the flame for a time before passing back through the flame sheet near its tip. In contrast, nonbuoyant laminar flames decelerate with increasing distance from the flame sheet causing streamlines originating at the jet exit to diverge; as a result, soot particles form near the cool core of the flame and are drawn directly toward and through the flame sheet. In view of these observations, it is not surprising that state relationship properties for soot concentrations are different for buoyant and nonbuoyant laminar flames and that these properties are not universal for buoyant laminar flames. This still leaves unknown, however, whether nonbuoyant laminar jet diffusion flames exhibit universal state relationships for soot properties that are relevant to the soot properties of practical turbulent diffusion flames.
Several properties of turbulent diffusion flames have been reported that provide evidence that these flames might satisfy universal state relationships for soot properties. For example, it is widely recognized that typical soot-containing buoyant turbulent flames exhibit constant yields of combustion products per unit mass of fuel burned for a given fuel, independent of fire size, see the extensive tabulation of these yields reported by Tewarson. 70 Such behavior suggests some sort of universality of the reaction properties of these flames which is not surprising because they do exhibit universal state relationships for scalar gaseous properties as noted in connection with Fig. 5 . Other evidence suggests that this type of universality extends to soot properties in buoyant turbulent flames. First of all, buoyant turbulent diffusion flames in the long residence time regime (i.e., flames that are larger than roughly 1000 mm high), exhibit soot yields, kg soot per kg of fuel burned, for a given fuel, independent of fire size, see Koylu and Faeth. 71 In addition, the soot emitted from these flames represents a single soot property (e.g., soot structure) population independent of where the soot is emitted from the flame, see Koylu and Faeth. 71, 72 Clearly, these are remarkable properties, suggesting that reactive universality of some type extends to reactions involving soot in these flames.
Examples of supporting the existence of soot property state relationships are illustrated in Fig. 7 . This is a plot of the CO generation factor (the yield or kg of CO emitted from a flame per kg of fuel burned) plotted as a function of the soot generation factor (the yield or kg of soot emitted per kg of fuel burned) for a wide variety of fuels in buoyant turbulent diffusion flames in the long residence time regime. Clearly, all these flames exhibit surprising levels of universality of soot reaction properties that are supportive of behavior that should yield soot property state relationships. It is necessary, however, to measure these properties in properly nonbuoyant laminar diffusion flames where the interaction of effects of earth's gravity is eliminated.
Ground-based measurements of the properties of laminar jet diffusion flames clearly showed that truly soot-containing steady laminar diffusion flames could not be observed using ground-based microgravity facilities due to the limited times available at microgravity conditions and disturbances resulting from g-jitter, see Urban et al. 37, 73 Thus, to avoid these problems, experiments were carried out with nonbuoyant round laminar jet diffusion flames at longterm microgravity conditions on board the Space Shuttle Columbia (Flights STS-83 and 94). Unfortunately, most of the flames considered during these experiments had large characteristic residence times that resulted in significant radiant heat losses. For these flames, radiative heat losses tend to have the largest effect near the flame tip, where convective velocities and rates of reaction become small, resulting in a tip-opening phenomena that is not at all typical of laminar flamelets encountered in practical turbulent diffusion flames, see Urban et al. 51, 73 for more extensive discussions of the tip-opening phenomena of laminar diffusion flames at microgravity. Naturally, radiative heat losses and tip-opening phenomena are not typical of conditions considered during development of the simplified flame structure analysis of Spalding 53 whereas tip opening with unburned fuel passing out of the flame along its axis clearly involves loss of universal state relationships representative of the laminar flamelet concept.
In summary, the conserved-scalar formalism in conjunction with the laminar flamelet concept that involves universal state relationships for scalar properties in turbulent flames offers a way to resolve problems of limited information about soot processes in flames and the computational intractability of detailed mechanisms of soot formation and oxidation in flames. Unfortunately, buoyant laminar diffusion flames do not have the same utility for finding state relationships for soot properties in diffusion flames and whether nonbuoyant laminar diffusion flames offer a proper way to measure soot-property finding state relationships is still not known at the present time. Finally, an attempt has been made to complete experiments to evaluate the potential existence of soot property state relations by observing soot-containing laminar jet diffusion flames at long-duration microgravity conditions on board the Space Shuttle Columbia (Flights STS-83 and 94); unfortunately, the flames observed during these experiments had large radiative heat losses and were subject to tip-opening phenomena that is not representative of typical laminar flamelet conditions in practical turbulent flames. In view of these observations, additional observations of soot-containing nonbuoyant laminar diffusion flames were undertaken at microgravity for nearly adiabatic conditions with the following specific objectives:
1. Measure soot and flame properties for various fuels, fuel flow rates, burner diameters and pressures in still environments.
2. Exploit the measurements to evaluate the simplified Spalding 53 theory of flame structure in still environments.
3. Exploit both the simplified theory and the measurement to determine whether soot property state relationships exist within nonbuoyant and nearly adiabatic diffusion flames.
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Test Apparatus
The flight-test apparatus was nearly identical to the arrangement used by Urban et al. 51 and Lin et al. 52 Laminar jet diffusion flames were stabilized at the exit of round fuel nozzles located along the axis of a windowed cylindrical chamber. The chamber had a diameter of 400 mm and a maximum length of 740 mm. The fuels were burned in initially dry air within the chamber, however, the chamber was sufficiently large so that changes of the ambient conditions of the flames were relatively small. Various burner diameters were considered over the entire test series. The flames were ignited by a hot wire coil that was retracted from the nozzle exit once ignition was complete.
Instrumentation
Soot luminosity boundaries and flame-sheet locations were measured from video images obtained using a color CCD video camera. Soot volume fraction distributions were obtained by deconvoluting laser extinction images for chord-like paths through the flames. The laser source was a diode laser yielding 1 mW of optical power at 634 nm. The laser beam was expanded to a 40×50 mm beam that passed through the flames and a laser line filter before being recorded by a CCD video camera. The extinction measurements were analyzed assuming Rayleigh scattering from primary soot particles with refractive indices from Dalzell and Sarofim. 6 Soot temperature distributions were obtained by deconvoluting spectral radiation intensities for chordlike paths through the flames. The procedure involved considering the 650/830 nm line pair. The flame images were observed using two CCD cameras with appropriate line filters in the optical path. The measurements were analyzed assuming Rayleigh scattering from the soot particles similar to the extinction measurements. Flame shapes (the locus of the stoichiometric mixture fraction) were also evaluated, mainly based on the measurements of Sunderland et al. 49 using drop tower microgravity facilities.
Test Conditions
Test conditions from Space Shuttle Columbia
The detailed test conditions for these measurements are summarized by Aalburg et al. 74 The test ranges for these measurements are as follows: methane, ethane and propane as fuels; burner diameters of 0.42, 0.85, 1.70 and 3.25 mm; pressures of 0.25-0.98 atm; jet exit Reynolds numbers of 10-625; characteristic residence times of 3-429 ms; and flame-sheet lengths of 2-48 mm.
THEORETICAL METHODS
Major assumptions of the Spalding 53 analysis of the structure of laminar diffusion flames are as follows: (1) steady round laminar jet diffusion flames in a still environment, negligible effects of buoyancy, small Mach number flow, large flame aspect ratios so that the boundary layer approximations apply, reaction satisfies the thin flame-sheet approximation, equal diffusivities of all species and heat, constant transport properties, and adiabatic flames. See Lin et al. 52 for justifications of these assumptions.
The soot-luminosity or flame-sheet length predicted by this analysis is:
where C f is an empirical coefficient used to treat effects of soot luminosity. Equation (1) can be simplified to obtain the following form:
which implies that the flame length is proportional to the fuel flow rate but independent of the burner diameter. The maximum flame diameter is given by:
which implies that the maximum flame diameter is proportional to the burner diameter but is independent of the fuel mass flow rate. Finally, the flame shape is given by
where
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Flame Shapes
Unlike earlier microgravity experiments, carried out during Space Shuttle Columbia Flights STS-83 and 94, the present flames all had small characteristic residence times, 2-52 ms, so that radiant heat losses were small and the flames all had closed tips. The flames of Sunderland et al 49 used to evaluate present flame-shape predictions were limited to flames having length/diameter ratios greater than three, so that the boundary layer approximations of the theory were satisfied; these flames also had small characteristic residence times, 3-15 ms, so that radiative heat losses were small and all the flames had closed tips.
Measurements and predictions of luminous flame lengths, plotted according to Eq. 2, are illustrated in Fig. 8 . Luminous flame lengths are not affected very much by tip opening; therefore, results from Space Shuttle Columbia Flights STS-83, 94 and 107 are all shown on this plot.
These flames generally approximate laminar smoke-point conditions. The experiments of Sunderland et al 49 involved flame-sheet lengths observed through a filter even when soot is present. It is evident that the measurements fall into two groups that generally agree with Eq. 2: flame-sheet lengths with C f = 0.56 and soot-luminosity lengths (at the smoke-point condition) with C f = 1.13. Thus, the presence of soot at fuel-lean portions of the flame roughly doubles the visible flame length at a comparable fuel flow rate for laminar smoke-point conditions. A series of intermediate measurements from Flight STS-107, having half-darkened symbols, illustrates this behavior, making the transition between the flame-sheet (soot-free) limit and the laminar smoke-point limit with increasing flame lengths. Finally, flame lengths are proportional to the fuel flow rate, and double in length between soot-and smokepoint conditions but are little affected by other flame variables, as expected from Eq. 2.
Measurements and predictions of maximum flame diameters are illustrated in Fig. 9 , plotted according to Eq. 3. In this case all the measurements of Sunderland et al 49 are illustrated, although flames having (L f -L o )/d less than ten in this case all had flame aspect ratios smaller than three and are not considered elsewhere. Except for these small aspect ratio flames, the agreement between predictions and measurements in Fig. 9 is quite good. Notably, the soot content of the flames had little effect on maximum flame diameter, which is proportional to the burner diameter with little effect of other flame properties as expected from Eq. 3.
Finally, measured and predicted flame shapes for typical flames observed during Flight STS-107 are illustrated in Fig. 10 . First of all, it is evident that Eqs. 4 and 5 provide excellent predictions of flame shapes for both soot-free and smoke-point conditions. In particular, the top two illustrations of Fig. 10 illustrate the effect of transitioning between soot-and smokepoint conditions, which causes the flame to increase in length by a factor of four (a factor of two due to doubling the fuel flow rate and another factor of two due to the presence of luminous soot particles at fuellean conditions). The bottom two illustrations in Fig.  10 show the effect of doubling the burner diameter, which roughly doubles the flame diameter even when flame lengths change. The effect of several other variables on flame shape are considered in Aalburg et al. 74 In general the agreement between measurements and the simplified Spalding 53 analysis is remarkably good in view of the simplicity of the theory.
Soot Property State Relationships
Given the reasonably good evaluation of the predictions of the extended Spalding 53 analysis of the structure of nonbuoyant round laminar jet diffusion flames, it is useful to consider the implications of this theory for other properties of these flames. One important result is illustrated in Fig. 11 which is a plot of the variation of fuel-equivalence ratios (which are single-valued functions of the mixture fraction) as a function of time for various soot paths extending from the burner exit through the flame sheet. The inset figure illustrates the two major types of streamlines (or soot pathlines) that must be considered for flames of this type that are separated by the dividing streamlines that bound the flow beginning at the burner exit from flows induced by entrainment of the jet flow: internal streamlines that originate at the burner exit and external streamlines that originate in the ambient environment. Remarkably, all the internal streamlines have identical variations of fuel-equivalence ratios as a function of time after leaving the burner exit. This behavior comes about because flows near the burner axis move at the largest velocities but must travel the largest distances to reach a given value of the equivalence ratio whereas flows near the dividing streamlines move at the smallest velocities but also travel the smallest distances to reach a given value of the fuel-equivalence ratio. Furthermore, this behavior is independent of the initial burner exit velocity because varying these velocities by a factor correspondingly varies distances traveled to reach a particular of fuel-equivalence ratio by the same factor, leaving the variation of fuel-equivalence ratio as a function of time unchanged. On the other hand, external streamlines exhibit a variety of behaviors of the variation of the of fuel-equivalence ratio as a function of time; fortunately, these streamlines involve fuel-lean conditions with correspondingly small soot concentrations that do not have a large impact on the soot properties of practical flames. Recalling from Fig. 4 , that nearly adiabatic soot-containing laminar diffusion flames exhibit state relationships for scalar properties, the observations of Fig. 11 imply that the reaction environments of soot passing along various internal streamlines, and having various initial velocities, should also be identical functions of time. Naturally, such behavior helps explain the universal behavior of various soot properties in turbulent diffusion flames described in connection with Fig. 7 , after also invoking the widely-accepted laminar flamelet concept of turbulent flames.
Measurements of the soot properties of nearly adiabatic nonbuoyant laminar jet diffusion flames observed during the flight experiments offers a direct way to evaluate the potential existence of state relationships for soot properties at these conditions. An example of measurements along these lines is illustrated in Fig. 12 . These results involve radial distributions of soot volume fractions at various distances from burner exit for an ethylene/air flame from a 1.6 mm diameter burner at 0.5 atm having a luminous flame length of 63 mm. The two sets of soot volume fractions illustrated on the plot are obtained at 90 s and 130 s after ignition. The results in Fig. 12 indicate gradual widening of the luminous flame boundary and reduction of maximum soot concentrations with increased burning time; this comes about due to consumption of oxygen by the flame within the finite volume of the test chamber. A more interesting result is that most paths from the burner exit to the surroundings at each time exhibit nearly the same maximum soot concentration (in the range 1.5-2.0 ppm) which follows if the reaction environment is the same function of time for all interior streamlines as discussed in conjunction with Fig. 11 . Thus, the observation of uniform maximum soot concentrations for internal streamlines from Fig. 12 satisfies a necessary conditions for the existence of soot property state relationships in nearly adiabatic nonbuoyant laminar jet diffusion flames. The path near the burner exit, z=20 mm, clearly yields a different result, which is expected for such conditions that involve soot properties along external streamlines.
The potential for state relationships for nearly adiabatic and nonbuoyant laminar jet diffusion flames is examined further with the results illustrated in Fig.  13 . On this plot measurements of maximum soot volume function at each streamwise location, normalized by the average maximum soot volume fraction for all streamwise locations involving internal streamlines, SVF/SVF avg , is plotted as a function of distance from the burner exit normalized by the luminous flame length, L/L f . It is evident that SVF along internal streamlines have relatively uniform values, in agreement with the presence of soot property state relationships. Positions near the burner exit, however, involve smaller concentrations of soot than the rest because soot properties are dominated by behavior along external streamlines in this region.
The results illustrated in Figs. 11-13 are promising for the development of state relationships for the complex soot properties in flames. Analysis of available measurements from the flame experiments is continuing in order to further test this behavior, considering results from the large number of nearly adiabatic closed-tip flames available from Flight STS-107.
CONCLUSIONS
Experimental observations of nonbuoyant round laminar jet diffusion flames at microgravity have yielded the following major conclusions:
1. The simplified analysis of Spalding, 53 extended to allow for the presence of luminous soot particles beyond the flame sheet for flames at the smoke-point condition, yielded remarkably good predictions of luminous flame shapes (at the smoke point) and flamesheet shapes, with the empirical flame length parameter in the theory having values on the order of unity as expected.
2. Given a reasonably successful evaluation of the extended Spalding 53 analysis for the structure of nonbuoyant laminar flames, this analysis suggests that state relationships for soot properties in nonbuoyant flames should be observed. In particular, the variation of mixture fractions as a function of time are identical for all soot paths through the flame, and all initial fuel velocities. Recalling that scalar properties in sootcontaining flames satisfy state relationships, this behavior implies that the reactive environment of soot particles along all paths through the flame are identical functions of time. Thus, soot properties in nonbuoyant laminar diffusion flames should exhibit universal soot properties as a function of mixture fraction as required for the presence of state relationships. These properties should also apply to turbulent diffusion flames through application of the laminar flamelet concept.
3. Present measurements of the structure of sootcontaining nonbuoyant laminar jet diffusion flames showed that maximum soot concentrations were identical for all paths from the burner exit through the flame sheet for closed-tip flames having small radiative heat losses. This is a necessary condition for the existence of soot property state relationships for nonbuoyant laminar diffusion flames and thus in turbulent diffusion flames as well through application of the laminar flamelet concept. The next step in the development of this technology involves the use of experiments and numerical simulations to find soot property state relationships for some typical fuel and oxidant streams of practical diffusion flames. The availability of this information would constitute a significant advance toward developing a robust and computationally tractable way to estimate the properties of sootcontaining flames. , Aalburg et al. 24 and Sunderland et al. 49 Predictions based on Spalding. Measured and predicted maximum sootluminosity and flame-sheet diameters of nonbuoyant laminar round hydrocarbon/air flames as a function of luminous flame length. Measurements of Urban et al. 57 , Lin et al. 52 , Aalburg et al. 24 and Sunderland et al. 49 Predictions based on Spalding. 24 Predictions based on Spalding. 
